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The rare decay K L → π 0 νν̄ was studied with the dataset taken at the J-PARC KOTO experiment in 2016,
2017, and 2018. With a single event sensitivity of ð7.20  0.05stat  0.66syst Þ × 10−10 , three candidate
events were observed in the signal region. After unveiling them, contaminations from K  and scattered K L
decays were studied, and the total number of background events was estimated to be 1.22  0.26. We
conclude that the number of observed events is statistically consistent with the background expectation. For
this dataset, we set an upper limit of 4.9 × 10−9 on the branching fraction of K L → π 0 νν̄ at the
90% confidence level.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.126.121801

Introduction.—The rare kaon decay K L → π 0 νν̄ directly
breaks CP symmetry [1,2] and has a highly suppressed
branching fraction predicted to be ð3.00  0.30Þ × 10−11 in
the standard model (SM) [3]. The accurate prediction of the
branching fraction makes this decay sensitive to new
physics beyond the SM (e.g., [4,5]). The current best
upper limit on the branching fraction is 3.0 × 10−9 at the
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90% confidence level (C.L.) [6] set by the KOTO experiment [7,8] at the Japan Proton Accelerator Research
Complex (J-PARC) [9] with the dataset taken in 2015.
An indirect upper limit, called the Grossman-Nir bound
[10], of 7.8 × 10−10 is set using the K þ → π þ νν̄ decay [11].
The KOTO experiment is dedicated to studying the
K L → π 0 νν̄ decay. We presented preliminary findings on
the K L → π 0 νν̄ search based on data accumulated from
2016 to 2018 at a conference [12]. At the time, we reported
the observation of four candidate events in the signal region
with a small background expectation. In this Letter, we
conclude our findings with the 2016–2018 dataset
after reanalyzing the data and studying additional sources
of background contamination. Note that KOTO is also
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sensitive to the K L → π 0 X0 decay (e.g., [13–16]), where X0
is an invisible light boson, but this Letter focuses on the
analysis of the K L → π 0 νν̄ search.
Experimental methods and apparatus.—A 30-GeV proton beam from the J-PARC main ring is incident on a gold
production target [17] in the Hadron Experimental Facility.
Particles produced at the target are guided through a 20-mlong beam line consisting of two collimators and a
sweeping magnet located between them [18]. At the end
of the downstream collimator (beam exit), the beam
consists of neutrons, photons, and K L s and has a size of
8 × 8 cm2 . The peak K L momentum is 1.4 GeV=c [19].
The K L flux was measured to be 2.1 × 10−7 K L s per proton
on target [20]. Beam particles that leak outside the nominal
beam size due to interactions with beam line components
are referred to as “beam-halo” particles.
The cross sectional view of the KOTO detector is shown
in Fig. 1. The origin of the z axis, which lies along the beam
direction, is the upstream edge of the KOTO detector,
21.5 m away from the target. The x (horizontal) and y
(vertical) axes are defined using a right-handed coordinate
system. The detectable particles in the final state of
K L → π 0 νν̄ are the two photons from the π 0 decay. We
measure the photon energy and timing with a 2-m-diameter
cylindrical electromagnetic calorimeter (CSI) [21] centered
along the beam axis with a 15 × 15 cm2 beam hole. The
CSI is composed of 2716 undoped-CsI crystals that have a
length of 50 cm and a cross section of 2.5 × 2.5 cm2
(5 × 5 cm2 ) inside (outside) the central 1.2 × 1.2 m2
region. To ensure that there are no other detectable
particles, the decay volume is surrounded with hermetic
veto counters. Photon veto counters consist of undoped-CsI
crystal counters (NCC, OEV, CC03, CC04, CC05, and
CC06), or lead-scintillator (FB, MB, and IB), lead-aerogel
(BHPV), and lead-acrylic (BHGC) counters; charged-particle veto counters are made of plastic scintillators
(Hinemos, IBCV, MBCV, CV, LCV, and BPCV) or wire
chambers (newBHCV). A cylindrical photon veto counter
named Inner Barrel (IB) [22] was installed and used since
2016. The waveform from the detectors is recorded by

either 125-MHz [23] or 500-MHz sampling ADCs [24].
Details of the apparatus are available in [6].
Data taking.—The data taken in 2016–2018 corresponds
to 3.05 × 1019 protons on target. In this dataset, the primary
proton beam was extracted every 5.2–5.5 sec from the
J-PARC main ring for a duration of 2 sec. The beam power
varied from 31 to 51 kW. The K L incident rate on the
KOTO detector varied from 4 to 7 MHz. Physics triggers
which were organized around a first-level trigger (L1) and a
second-level trigger (L2) were used in the data acquisition
to collect the K L → π 0 νν̄ signal sample. L1 required the
total deposited energy in CSI to be larger than 550 MeV
with no coincident hit in NCC, MB, IB, CV, and CC03. In
2018, L1 further required no coincident hit in CC04, CC05,
and CC06. In 2016, L2 calculated the position of the center
of
P deposited
P energy (COE) in CSI, defined as RCOE ¼
ei ri = ei where ei and ri are the deposited energy and
the ðx; yÞ position of each CSI crystal, respectively, and
selected events whose RCOE was larger than 165 mm [25].
In 2017 and 2018, L2 counted the number of electromagnetic showers in CSI and selected the events with the
desired number of showers [26]. The number of triggered
events in physics triggers was 6.55 × 109 . K L → 2π 0 ,
K L → 3π 0 , and K L → 2γ decay samples were collected
with another trigger using only L1 with a prescale factor.
Event reconstruction and selection.—In the off-line
analysis, adjacent crystals with deposited energies larger
than 3 MeV in CSI were grouped into a cluster, which was
used to reconstruct the photon energy, timing, and position.
The opening angle (θ) between the two photons was
calculated from cos θ ¼ 1 − M 2π0 =ð2Eγ1 Eγ2 Þ, where Mπ0
is the nominal π 0 mass, and Eγ1 and Eγ2 ð< Eγ1 Þ are the
energies of the two photons. Using the opening angle and
assuming the π 0 → 2γ decays on the beam axis, the π 0
decay vertex position (Zvtx ) and the π 0 four momentum
were calculated.
The π 0 from K L → π 0 νν̄ decays is expected to have a
finite transverse momentum (Pt ) due to the neutrinos.
We defined the signal region in the Pt and Zvtx plane
as the area encompassing 130 < Pt < 250 MeV=c and

FIG. 1. Cross sectional view of the KOTO detector. The beam enters from the left. Detector components with their abbreviated names
written in blue (in green and underlined) are photon (charged-particle) veto counters; see text for information about the abbreviations.
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SES ¼

1 Anorm BrðK L → 2π 0 Þ
;
Asig
N norm

ð1Þ

where Anorm is the acceptance of K L → 2π 0 decays after
taking into account other K L decay contaminations, BrðK L →
2π 0 Þ is the branching fraction of K L → 2π 0 [30], and N norm is
the number of events after imposing the K L → 2π 0 selection

Events /(4.00 MeV/c2)

104

Data/MC

3200 < Zvtx < 5000 mm excluding the area with Pt <
1=35ðZvtx − 4000 mmÞ þ 130 MeV=c for 4000 < Zvtx <
5000 mm in order to suppress the background from K L →
π þ π − π 0 decays.
To avoid bias, the event selection criteria (cuts)
were determined using data collected outside the
blind region defined by 120 < Pt < 260 MeV=c and
2900 < Zvtx < 5100 mm. The selected events were
required to have ðEγ1 þ Eγ2 Þ > 650 MeV and RCOE >
200 mm in CSI to avoid trigger inefficiency. The photon
energy was required to be 100 < Eγ < 2000 MeV and the
photon position ðx; yÞ was required
to be
ﬃ within the CSI
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
fiducial region defined as
x2 þ y2 < 850 mm and
minðjxj; jyjÞ > 150 mm. The timing difference between
the two photons was required to be within 1 ns, and their
distance to be larger than 300 mm to ensure cluster
separation. The ratio between the energies of the two
photons (Eratio ), defined as Eratio ¼ Eγ2 =Eγ1 , was required
to be larger than 0.2. The product of the photon energy and
the photon momentum angle with reference to the beam
axis (Eθ) was required to be larger than 2500 MeV deg; the
requirement on Eratio and Eθ reduces the K L → 2π 0
background from photon miscombinations in the π 0
reconstruction. The opening angle between the photon
directions projected on the x-y plane (projection angle) was
required to be less than 150° to reduce the K L → 2γ
background. Events were discarded if a veto counter had
a hit with a deposited energy above its given threshold and
a timing within its given veto window. Finally, shaperelated cuts based on each cluster in CSI and the waveform
of each CSI crystal, described later, were used to reduce
background events from neutrons.
Normalization and single event sensitivity.—The acceptance for K L → π 0 νν̄ (Asig ) was evaluated using GEANT4based [27–29] Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. Accidental
activity in detectors was recorded with a random trigger
during physics data taking and was overlaid on the MC
events. The single event sensitivity (SES) was normalized
with the K L → 2π 0 decay sample. To reconstruct K L →
2π 0 decays, we used events with four clusters in CSI.
Among the three possible π 0 pairs from photon combinatorics, we selected the one with the smallest Zvtx difference.
We required the reconstructed invariant K L mass (M KL ) to
be within 15 MeV=c2 of the nominal K L mass. Figure 2
shows the MKL distribution after imposing the kinematic
cuts for K L → 2π 0 and the veto cuts except for the
requirement on MKL . The SES was obtained as
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FIG. 2. Reconstructed K L mass (M KL ) distribution of K L →
2π 0 events after imposing the K L → 2π 0 selection criteria except
for the requirement on M KL . The bottom panel shows the ratio of
data and MC calculations for each histogram bin.

criteria with a correction of the prescale factor applied to
the trigger. Based on Asig ¼ 0.61%, Anorm ¼ 0.41%, and
N norm ¼ 7.98 × 105 , the SES was estimated to be
ð7.20  0.05stat  0.66syst Þ × 10−10 , which corresponded to
1.8 times better sensitivity than the previous search [6].
The systematic uncertainties on the SES are summarized
in Table I. The two largest uncertainties were from shaperelated cuts and inconsistencies in the normalization
procedure. The discrepancy in the acceptance between
data and MC simulations for each shape-related cut
was studied using a sample of π 0 s from the reconstructed
K L → 2π 0 events, and their sum in quadrature was calculated to be 5.2%. The uncertainty on the normalization was
calculated as the maximum difference between the SES
calculated using K L → 2π 0 , K L → 3π 0 , and K L → 2γ
decays, and was estimated to be 5.2%.
Background estimation.—Table II summarizes the
expected numbers of background events for which we
calculated each central value and its uncertainty. The total
number of background events in the signal region was
TABLE I. Summary of relative systematic uncertainties on the
single event sensitivity.
Source
Trigger effect
Photon selection cuts
Kinematic cuts for K L → π 0 νν̄
Veto cuts
Shape-related cuts
K L momentum spectrum
Kinematic cuts for K L → 2π 0
K L → 2π 0 branching fraction
Normalization modes inconsistency
Total

121801-3

Uncertainty [%]
0.26
0.57
2.9
3.2
5.2
0.98
3.2
0.69
5.2
9.2
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TABLE II. Summary of the numbers of background events with
a central value estimate.
Source
KL
K
Neutron

Total

Number of events
K L → 3π 0
K L → 2γ (beam halo)
Other K L decays
Hadron cluster
CV η
Upstream π 0

0.01  0.01
0.26  0.07a
0.005  0.005
0.87  0.25a
0.017  0.002
0.03  0.01
0.03  0.03
1.22  0.26

a

Background sources studied after looking inside the blind
region.

estimated to be 1.22  0.26 by adding the central values of
each background source. Note that the backgrounds from
K  and beam-halo K L → 2γ decays were not known when
we first looked inside the blind region, and they were added
after performing the studies described later in this Letter.
The K L → 3π 0 background arises from photon detection
inefficiency in veto counters mainly due to accidental hits
overlapping a photon pulse and shifting its measured time
outside the veto window. To suppress this type of background, a pulse-shape discrimination method was introduced by applying a fast Fourier transform (FFT) to the
waveform recorded by the veto counters. We prepared
templates in the frequency domain of the single hit waveform collected from data, and calculated a χ 2 value based
on the difference between the observed waveform and the
template. When the χ 2 value exceeded a given threshold,
the veto window was widened to accommodate possible
timing shifts due to overlapping pulses. The number of
background events from K L → 3π 0 was studied with
the MC simulation, and estimated to be 0.01  0.01.
The numbers of K L → 2π 0 , K L → π þ π − π 0 , and K L →
π  e∓ ν background events were estimated to be < 0.08,
< 0.02, and < 0.08 (90% C.L.), respectively. Backgrounds
from other K L decays were estimated using MC simulations and their aggregate number was estimated to
be 0.005  0.005.
The hadron-cluster background is caused by two hadronic clusters being misidentified as photon clusters in CSI.
This can occur when a beam-halo neutron hits the CSI and
produces a cluster, and another neutron from the hadronic
interaction produces an additional cluster. With the insertion of a 10-mm-thick aluminum plate in the beam at
Z ¼ −634 mm, we collected a control sample with an
enhanced number of scattered neutrons hitting the CSI.
Using this sample, an algorithm using a convolution neural
network was developed to discriminate neutrons from
photons, based on their cluster’s energy and timing patterns
in CSI as well as their reconstructed incident angle.
Additional discrimination power was obtained by applying
the FFT to the waveform of each CSI crystal and

calculating the likelihood ratio of templates in the frequency domain for both the photon and neutron clusters.
The combined reduction of these shape-related cuts against
hadron-cluster events (Rshape ) was estimated to be ð1.8 
0.2Þ × 10−6 after taking into account photon contaminations in the control sample. The number of background
events was calculated from Rshape × α × N Al and was
estimated to be 0.017  0.002, where α is the ratio of
the number of signal and control sample events in the
region of 120 < Pt < 500 MeV=c and 2900 < Zvtx <
6000 mm excluding the blind region before imposing
shape-related cuts, and N Al is the number of control sample
events in the signal region before imposing shaperelated cuts.
The CV-η and CV-π 0 backgrounds are generated when
beam-halo neutrons hit CV [31] and produce η and π 0 ,
respectively. CV is a charged-particle veto counter made of
plastic scintillator strips and located in front of CSI. The
upstream-π 0 background is generated when beam-halo
neutrons hit NCC and produce π 0 . NCC is located upstream
of the decay volume. These backgrounds were studied with
MC simulations, and the yields were normalized with the
ratio between data and MC for events in the region of
Zvtx > 5100 mm for the CV-η and CV-π 0 background and
the region of Zvtx < 2900 mm for the upstream-π 0 background with loose selection criteria. The numbers of CV-η,
CV-π 0 , and upstream-π 0 background events were estimated
to be 0.03  0.01, < 0.10 (90% C.L.), and 0.03  0.03,
respectively.
Examining the blind region.—With the background
estimation excluding K  and beam-halo K L → 2γ decays,
we proceeded to unblind the analysis and observed four
candidate events in the signal region and one extra event in
the blind region [12]. After we found an incorrect parameter setting which affects the timing used to veto events
with multiple pulses in the veto counters, the data were
processed again. After imposing the same selection criteria
to this sample, three of the original four candidate events in
the signal region remained as shown in Fig. 3. Of these, the
second event from the right in Fig. 3 has overlapped pulses
in NCC. The probability of observing such an event is
2.2%. The other events in the blind region have no such
features.
Background studies after examining the blind region.—
Two new types of backgrounds, one from K  decays and
one from beam-halo K L → 2γ decays, were found and
studied after examining the blind region.
A K  generated in the collision of a K L with the
downstream collimator can enter the KOTO detector.
Among K  decays, K  → π 0 e ν is the most likely source
of background because the kinematics of the π 0 is similar to
the one from the K L → π 0 νν̄ decay. The K  flux at the
beam exit was evaluated using a K  → π  π 0 decay sample
taken in 2020 with a dedicated trigger (π  π 0 trigger). The
π  π 0 trigger selected events with three clusters in CSI, one
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FIG. 3. Reconstructed
transverse momentum (Pt ) versus
decay vertex position (Zvtx ) plot of the events after imposing the
K L → π 0 νν̄ selection criteria. The region surrounded by dotted
lines is the signal region. The black dots represent observed
events, and the shaded contour indicates the K L → π 0 νν̄ distribution from the MC simulation. The black italic (red regular)
numbers indicate the number of observed (background) events
for different regions. In particular, 1.22  0.26ð1.97  0.35Þ is
the background expectation for the three (four) events observed
inside the signal (blind) region.

coincident hit in CV, and no coincident hits in other veto
counters. In the off-line analysis, the cluster closest to the
extrapolated position of the CV hit into CSI was identified
as charged, while the others as neutral. The Zvtx was
reconstructed from the two neutral clusters with the π 0
assumption. The π  direction was calculated from the Zvtx
and the charged cluster position in CSI, and its absolute
momentum was obtained by assuming the Pt balance
between the π 0 and π  . The energy of the charged
cluster (Eπ ) was required to be 200 < Eπ < 400 MeV
to select a minimum-ionizing particle. The reconstructed
K  invariant mass (M K ) was required to be
440 < MK < 600 MeV=c2 . Figure 4 shows the MK
distribution after imposing the K  → π  π 0 selection
criteria except for the requirement on MK . Based on
847 K  → π  π 0 candidate events, the ratio of the
K  to K L flux at the beam exit was measured to be
ð2.6  0.1Þ × 10−5 . Figure 5(a) shows the Pt versus Zvtx
plot of the background events from the K  → π 0 e ν decay
MC simulation after imposing the cuts. The number of

background events from K  decays (N KBG ) was estimated to
be 0.84  0.13, where 97% comes from K  → π 0 e ν
decays. The discrepancy in the acceptance between data
and MC for the cuts used in the K L → π 0 νν̄ analysis against
K  decays was studied using another control sample
collected in the 2020 special run. This control sample
consisted of data taken with the physics trigger while the
sweeping magnet in the beam line was turned off to
enhance the K  flux at the beam exit. We simultaneously

2
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Reconstructed K± mass (MeV/ c2)

800

FIG. 4. Reconstructed K  mass (M K ) distribution after imposing the K  → π  π 0 selection criteria except for the requirement on M K . The bottom panel shows the ratio of data and MC
events for each histogram bin.

collected data with the π  π 0 trigger in this magnet-off
configuration to normalize the K  yield. We observed 27
events in the signal region after imposing the cuts to the
control sample. This number agreed with 26.0  3.2
events expected from the K  decay MC simulation. The
ratio of these two numbers (RAK ) was calculated to be
1.04  0.26, where the uncertainty comes from the K 
spectrum difference between the configurations of the
magnet on and off, as well as statistical uncertainties.

Finally, N KBG was corrected with RAK and was estimated to
be 0.87  0.13stat  0.21syst .
K L → 2γ decays that occur off the beam axis can be a
background source since the reconstructed Pt can be large
and the cut on the projection angle no longer works.
The yield of the beam-halo K L was evaluated by using
K L → 3π 0 events with large RCOE values. After multiplying
the MC expectations by the measured beam-halo K L yield,
the number of the beam-halo K L → 2γ background events
was estimated to be 0.26  0.06stat  0.02syst , where the
systematic uncertainty comes from the MC reproducibility
of the beam-halo K L spectrum. Figure 5(b) shows the Pt
versus Zvtx plot of the beam-halo K L → 2γ background events from the MC simulation after imposing
the cuts.
Conclusions and prospects.—With the 2016–2018 dataset, we obtained an SES of ð7.20  0.05stat  0.66syst Þ ×
10−10 and observed three events in the signal region. We
estimated the total number of background events to be
1.22  0.26 with the two new background sources. The
corresponding probability of observing three events is 13%.
We conclude that the number of observed events is
statistically consistent with the background expectation
estimated after finding two new sources. Assuming Poisson
statistics and considering uncertainties [32], we set an
upper limit on the branching fraction of the K L → π 0 νν̄
decay in this dataset to be 4.9 × 10−9 at the 90% C.L.
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To suppress the background from K  decays in future
datasets, we are preparing a new charged-particle veto
counter to be installed in the beam at the upstream edge of
the KOTO detector. We have developed and installed a
prototype consisting of 1 mm2 scintillation fibers in 2020
and its performance was checked. We are also considering
to install a new sweeping magnet at the beam exit to reduce
the number of K  s entering the KOTO detector. To
suppress the background from beam-halo K L → 2γ decays
in future datasets, we are developing new cuts to extract the
true incident angle of the photons based on the cluster
energy and shape. We expect that these improvements will
suppress backgrounds from K  and beam-halo K L → 2γ
decays.
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